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The Classroom of the Future (COTF),
located next to NIE’s Teaching and

types of learning technologies based on
several scenarios. The environments
designed were based on the Ministry of
Education’s Masterplan II, an informed
pedagogical framework for active learning.
COTF features learning beyond the

classroom walls, taking learning anytime
and anywhere. Visitors are able to
exper ience the use of  learn ing
technologies in different approaches such
as collaborative learning, problem-based
learning and inquiry-based learning.

With the world’s first BackPack.NET
Centre and COTF at NIE, teachers and
student teachers get the opportunity to
explore various learning approaches,
through the enhanced teaching and
learning environments and supported
technology, enabling them to reach out
to their students.

Launch of BackPack.NET Centre &
Opening of Classroom of the Future

Learning Environment of the Future 2 room
at Block 7, was officially opened on 2 March
2005 by Minister for Education Mr Tharman
Shanmugaratnam (right).

BackPack.NET, an Infocomm Development
Authority of Singapore – Microsoft strategic
collaboration, has four pillars, namely Pilots
and Trials, Developers Community, COTF
and Education Research and Development.
COTF and Education Research and
Development are housed in NIE under the
BackPack.NET Centre. Education Research
and Development, working with partners
to develop and test emerging technologies
in education, aims to provide inspiration
for students, educators and education
solution providers worldwide through its
showcase of new technologies. The Centre
will work closely with NIE’s Learning Sciences
Laboratory (see story on page 3), a research
laboratory to explore and test new
pedagogies by means of technology in
education. COTF, on the other hand, will
allow early prototypes, technologies and
concepts developed from the other pillars
to be demonstrated in BackPack.Net.

In COTF, each visitor gets to role-play by
walking through various learning
environments and experience different

By Assoc Prof Philip Wong, Divisional Director,
Academic Computing & Information Services
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The landscape of education and learning is increasingly impacted
by rapid change arising from technological advancements and

the impending knowledge society. NIE recognises the need to
prepare teachers to live and work in a society in which technology
is pervasive and where students have been exposed to different
modalities and may in fact be savvy with technology. With
information and communications technology (ICT) as a key driver
in the flux of change and progress, advanced technologies such
as ubiquitous computing, mobile and wireless devices, 3-D
environments, augmented and virtual reality, and others will become
commonplace in work and homes.

With the exhortation by the Prime Minister to “Teach Less, Learn
More” (TLLM), NIE can contribute towards fostering schools
towards TLLM by exploring, amongst other strategies, how ICT
can be used as a means to help teachers to teach less and students
to learn more.

MOE’s IT MasterPlan I has put in place the necessary infrastructure
in schools for ICT to be pervasive. IT MasterPlan II emphasises the
empowerment of the learner as the key in adopting ICT for learning.
Curriculum and assessment are poised towards a learner-centred
emphasis where the teacher plays a pivotal role in facilitating
learning. Such a transformative culture towards learner-centredness
can be accelerated through the role of ICT as a catalyst. Through
such a transformative change, schools can become more innovative,
keeping up with technological advances and learners can become
critical thinkers.

Researchers at the Learning Sciences Laboratory (LSL), a new
research centre based at NIE, study how learning takes place
with ICT as an intervention and mediator. The Lab also looks at
the sustained use of ICT in learning with a strong emphasis in
ensuring the alignment of research and practice. Towards this,
the researchers will work closely with officers from the Educational
Technology Division (ETD) of MOE, and teachers from schools,
to ensure research can transfer to practice. A recent trip by NIE
Director, with key researchers of LSL and ETD officers, was

undertaken to learn about the new Science of Learning Centres
in the USA (above).

NIE, through LSL and Centre for Research in Pedagogy & Practice,
will build up capability and mindsets towards an integrated view of
learning, helping students cope with examinations and, at the same
time, engendering the kinds of skills that students can carry to help
them cope with an increasingly complex ambivalent world.

The field of Learning Sciences aims to understand what learning
is and how it is affected at all levels, ranging from the digital to
the societal. The science of learning emerges from the intersections
of diverse disciplines across the biological, cognitive, computational,
mathematical, physical, social sciences, engineering and education.
Areas include psychological, social and pedagogical aspects of
learning, the biological basis of learning and learning technologies.
This growing body of knowledge is extending our understanding
of learning and connecting learning research to the scientific,
technological, educational and workforce challenges of our time.

Research projects in the pipeline include investigating teachers’
mindsets on the use of IT in learning, use of games in learning,
the design of better learning environments for students to apply
classroom lessons in solving real-life problems and how learning
is supported by emerging technologies such as handheld devices.
NIE student teachers and school teachers can already start to
appropriate existing technologies to build good curriculum materials
which promote inquiry and engaged learning, with professional
development as a key strategy to help them build up the skills and
attitudes necessary for carrying out and sustaining new ways of
teaching and learning.

These research efforts, while steering our directions and energy in
the learning sciences, would better be able to prepare students and
citizens for the knowledge economy which requires competencies
and dispositions likely to be quite different from the current generation.
A clear articulation of these 21st century mindsets and competencies
is needed to get there through research in LSL.

Learning Sciences Lab:
Doing Research to Prepare Teachers
& Students for Knowledge Society

(From left) ETD Assistant Director Lee Sai Choo, ETD officer James Peh, LSL Head Assoc Prof Looi Chee Kit, Harvard University
Asst Prof Kate Bielaczyc, NIE Director Prof Leo Tan & Learning Sciences & Technologies Head Assoc Prof David Hung

Learning Sciences Lab:
Doing Research to Prepare Teachers
& Students for Knowledge Society
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About 300 newly qualified teachers
received their NIE diplomas at the

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony, held for the
first time at NTU’s Nanyang Auditorium on
15 January 2005. Graduands were awarded
their Bachelor’s degree, Postgraduate
Diploma in Education (Primary and Secondary)
and diplomas in various specialisations.

Guest of honour Education Minister Mr
Tharman Shanmugaratnam welcomed the
graduands to the teaching fraternity and
advised them, “Being a good teacher is not
easy. It takes effort and dedication, and a
willingness to experiment with new ways
to motivate students and exciting them in
their learning. Aim to leave an impression

on the students under your charge so that
they will not just remember you as a
teacher who imparted skills, but as
someone who gave them confidence in
their own abilities and spurred them to
do something larger than themselves.”

He also highlighted that a new teacher’s
enthusiasm and fresh ideas would serve as
a bonus to his school and encouraged each
teacher to try innovative methods of
teaching and learning. The Minister
emphasised that the way teachers
interacted with their charges would shape
the students’ thinking and actions. His
views were that teachers should also
encourage their students to think on their

feet and ask questions without fear of
embarrassment.

A couple of NIE professional development
initiatives were mentioned at the event. At
the pre-service level, student teachers began
to serve the community while learning from
the experience in a pilot phase of a service-
learning initiative called Group Endeavours
in Service Learning (GESL). GESL modules
would be taken by student teachers in all
foundation training programmes from July
2005 onwards. For in-service teachers, the
Professional Development Continuum
Model, developed jointly by the Ministry
of Education and NIE, would provide a
structured path for teachers to obtain higher

Teachers’
Investiture Ceremony
Teachers’
Investiture Ceremony

qual i f icat ions through
advanced certification by
taking various accredited
courses and programmes at
NIE (see story on page 6).

The ceremony was also
at tended by  Min is ter
of State for Education Mr
Chan Soo Sen, Permanent
Secretary for Education
Lieutenant-General (NS) Lim
C h u a n  P o h ,  S e c o n d
Permanent Secretary for
Education Mrs Tan Ching
Yee, NIE Council members
and NTU President Dr Su
Guaning.Education Minister Tharman Shanmugaratnam & Minister of State for Education Chan Soo Sen in conversation with graduands
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Acohort of 127 teachers received their
Diploma in Departmental Management

(DDM) certificates on 7 January 2005, upon
completion of their head of department
training at NIE. The event was held at the
Civil Service College and graced by guest
of honour Dr Koh Thiam Seng, Director of
Educational Technology Division, Ministry
of Education.

The DDM is a four-month programme for
departmental heads and school leaders,
who may in time assume significant
managerial responsibilities in schools.

Managed by NIE’s Graduate Programmes &
Research Office, this innovative programme
prepares heads to be exemplary people
managers as well as experts in teaching and
learning. Besides addressing issues and
technologies impacting education, a major
part of the programme focuses on team
learning, curriculum innovation and dynamic
learning systems.

Ms Jacqueline Loh Sok Hiang, who
exemplified the highest level of learning
across the programme, was awarded The
Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development Book Prize. As the participant
who demonstrated the best overall
performance in the programme, Mr Dennis
Yeo Kah Sin was awarded the Dr Ruth
Wong Medal. Graduands Mdm Betty Lee
Kim Ying, Ms Fann Kang Yee Fhang, Mdm
Tan Wai Hing, Mdm Noorismawaty Bte
Ismail, Mr Cheng Hong Siang, Mr Mohd
Kamil Bin Mohamed Kassim and Mr Kuang
Yoke Wee were recipients of the Dr J M
Nathan Memorial Prize for Creativity for
demonstrating the highest level of creativity
in the team’s multimedia presentation as
part of the assessment of a core module.

Graduation

Departmental Heads
Graduate

NIE Director Prof Leo Tan Dr Koh Thiam Seng



Professional Development

Happenings

NIE’S OWN
STUDENT CENTRE

February and March 2005 witnessed a myriad of
promotional activities as the Foundation

Programmes team took to the road to promote NIE’s degree
programmes to ‘A’ level- and polytechnic diploma-holders.

Held in conjunction with NTU’s Admission Talk, NIE presented to
packed audiences on two weekends at Hotel Intercontinental and
marketed its programmes to local polytechnic students. Similar
activities also took place at Suntec City on 5 and 6 March 2005
and at Nanyang Auditorium, NTU on 13 March 2005. Alongside
these talks, NIE staff also manned career advisory booths, offering
insights to prospective student teachers.

Foundation Programmes
Associate Dean Prof
Goh Kim Chuan
answering questions
from potential applicants
to NIE’s programmes

Career 2005 exhibition at Suntec City Convention Hall

By Asst Prof Low Ee Ling, Sub Dean, Degree Programmes &
Mr Eric Yeo, Senior Officer, Foundation Programmes

Encouraging

current in skills and knowledge, the Ministry
of Education and NIE developed the
Professional Development Continuum Model
(PDCM) in August 2004. The model promotes
professional development among teachers
by enhancing their teaching effectiveness
and supporting their professional growth
through systematic upgrading and higher
certification.

Teachers are entitled to 100 hours of
professional and personal development each
year. Even though many certification
programme courses are very useful for
teachers, they are usually available only to

I n recognising the need to continually help
teachers develop into lifelong learners,

value of lifelong learning through continual
engagement in various courses that benefit
them.

The second feature is that teachers enrolled
in these courses can gain academic credit
units upon successful completion. Upon
sufficient accumulation of academic units,
teachers can apply to NIE for award of the
relevant advanced certifications.

The third feature is that selected in-service
courses will be considered for accreditation
into relevant degree programmes. In this way,
a teacher’s learning journey can be made
more flexible and yet, as seamless as possible
to meet their professional and personal needs.
With this model, teachers may attain some
advanced certifications within six years of
graduation from NIE and to pursue higher
degrees within 10 or 15 years.

registered programme candidates. As such,
many teachers are not able to benefit from
these courses. The PDCM is meant to address
this situation.

The PDCM outlines the different opportunities
for teachers to upgrade themselves through
in-service courses and other modes of learning
that will result in the attainment of advanced
certifications at different points of their
continual education.

Specifically, the model has three features:
the first feature allows teachers to enrol in
programme courses without having to be
registered as programme participants.
Teachers need only fulfil the individual
course’s prerequisite requirements. The goal
is to encourage teachers to embrace the

P lans are underway to provide a new home for student clubs on
campus. The student centre, yet to be named, will occupy part of

the existing Art Gallery. The existing premises will be extended to
accommodate an al fresco café and presentation area for performances
as well as a mezzanine level for student club discussions and activities.

Architects, student leaders, Development & Estates Department, Visual
& Performing Arts Academic Group and Foundation Programmes Office
will collectively determine the design of the facility.
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Promotion of NIE’s Programmes
By Asst Prof Low Ee Ling, Sub Dean, Degree Programmes & Mr Eric Yeo, Senior Officer, Foundation Programmes

A constant crowd at NIE’s booth

Lifelong Learning Among Teachers

By Asst Prof Steven Tan, Associate Dean, Professional Development
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Collaborations

NIE Collaborates with
Ngee Ann Polytechnic for
Chinese Studies Diploma

A handshake seals the deal (from right) Assoc Prof
Cheah Horn Mun & Mr Tan Hang Cheong

T he partnership between NIE and Ngee Ann Polytechnic (NP)
on the new Diploma in Chinese Studies was sealed in a

Memorandum of Understanding signed by Assoc Prof Cheah Horn
Mun (Dean, Foundation Programmes, NIE) and Mr Tan Hang
Cheong (Deputy Principal, NP) on 19 January 2005.

All aspiring teachers can look forward to a three-plus-one-year
teaching track, along with an intensive China immersion
programme. NP students who pursue the teaching career will
spend their first three years at NP and fourth year at NIE. The NIE
attachment focuses on pedagogical training, which includes such
modules as Educational Psychology, Teaching of Chinese Language,

Use of Chinese in Teaching, and Teaching of Civics and Moral
Education, as well as practicum. Upon successful completion of
the course, they will be fully qualified to become primary school
Chinese Language teachers.

“NIE is very pleased to collaborate with Ngee Ann Polytechnic and
we look forward to producing quality teachers through this
programme,” said Assoc Prof Cheah.

This collaboration once again demonstrates NIE’s continual effort
in enhancing the development of teachers and promoting excellence
in teacher education.

By Public & International Relations

The Vietnam National University (VNU) played host to the
Franco-Asia Conference on Education and Professional
Orientation in Vietnam in January 2005. Held in Hanoi, the
event drew education and academic professionals from
around the region.

By way of enhancing NIE’s partnership with VNU, an NIE
team comprising Prof Goh Kim Chuan, Assoc Prof Sylvia
Chong and Asst Prof Low Ee Ling from the Foundation
Programmes Office co-presented a paper on Vocational
Psychology and Career Counselling at the conference.

VietnamLinksBy Asst Prof Low Ee Ling, Sub Dean, Degree Programmes &
Mr Eric Yeo, Senior Officer, Foundation Programmes
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One of the most important modules at
NIE is the practicum as it gives student

Matthew Ong explaining science principles to his pupils

teachers an opportunity to put theory into
practice. It also serves as a good assessment
of critical attributes such as work attitude
and commitment before they begin their
careers as full-time teachers.

NIE News speaks to Mr Matthew Ong Yong
Cheng and Mr Julius Koh Meng Jin on their
teaching practice experience at Cedar
Primary School and Kuo Chuan Presbyterian
Primary School respectively. Both student
teachers are in the fourth year of the
Bachelor of Arts (Education) and Bachelor
of Science (Education) respectively.

NIE News: What subjects did you
teach?
Matthew: During my first practicum,
I was given the opportunity to teach English,
Science and Mathematics at the Primary
4 level.

Julius: I taught English and Science at the
Primary 4 level, as well as Mathematics to
Primary 5 pupils.

NIE News: What were the most
valuable insights gained or lessons
acquired during your practicum?
Matthew: Practicum really offered a great
opportunity to see how things were really
like on the ground. We have learned many
theories in NIE ranging from classroom
management to behavioural problems; I
particularly enjoyed applying what we had
learnt and even testing the theories to see
if they really did work, especially the
motivational ones. I realised that many
students were extrinsically motivated and
only a few were intrinsically motivated. In
the current education system where
independent learning and student-
centredness are the focus, our students
need to move from being extrinsically to
being intrinsically motivated.

Julius: My two cooperating teachers (CTs)
advised me on how to go about the day-
to-day affairs, such as marking, corrections,
extra worksheets and administrative filing
in the most efficient manner. After all, a
“real” teacher has to balance both academic
and operational issues. The idea is to ensure

that you still have enough time to be
comfortable to teach in an engaging and
fulfilling manner. Without learning the
ropes, I believe the bulk of my energy and
focus would have been spent on these
“mundane and administrative” elements
and that would eventually take its toll and
erode my enthusiasm to conduct a good
lesson. My personal observation is that
genuine concern for the children’s overall
growth – not just academic – is paramount.
A child, especially one who requires plenty
of attention, learns best from someone
he knows has his interest at heart. A
teacher’s authority is not to ‘lord’ over his
pupils but to nurture holistic individuals
and productive citizens.

NIE News: What supporting roles
did your practicum school
principal, CT and NIE supervisor
play?
Matthew: They all played very critical
roles. Apart from being very supportive
during my very first practicum, they
provided me with direction and focus
throughout the whole training stint. They

Student Teachers
Share on Teaching
Practice

Student Teachers
Share on Teaching
Practice

Teacher’s Talk
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were constantly encouraging me to
challenge myself and implement ideas
and apply theories. My CT, Mrs Elaine
Loke, and NIE supervisor, Mr Teng Tai
Kee, had a tremendous wealth of
experience which they were more than
willing to share. My school principal, Mrs
Shirley Ho-Woo, was truly inspirational as
she challenged all student teachers
attached to Cedar Primary School to
cons tan t l y  exp lo re  avenues  fo r
development as professional teachers. A
constant focus was our contribution, not
only to the pupils and the school, but to
the overall education system.

Julius: School wise, they were very
supportive in the use of materials and
resources. My CTs, Mdm Choo B H and Ms
Germaine Lee, were very patient,
understanding and most importantly,
supportive of the “experiments” I carried
out. They were always looking out for me,
sharing with and instructing me when and
where I needed. You really can’t ask any
more of a CT. My NIE supervisor, Assoc Prof
Tay-Koay Siew Luan (Psychological Studies),
was very clear about her expectations but
more importantly, she identified our
strengths and pointed us in the right
direction whenever we veered off.

NIE News: Share with us the fun
times.
Matthew: One of the most fun activities
I had with my class was a science learning
centre. Initially, the activity was disastrous
as there were too many learning centres;
eight for the whole class! However, I could

Matthew: Yes, of course. One of the
main chal lenges was c lassroom
management. I suspect that one of the
reasons why being a teacher is so exciting
is that we are constantly dealing with real
life issues in real time. The teacher has to
constantly think on his feet, adapt and
make difficult decisions quickly. Inevitably,
occasional mistakes are made but at the
end of the day, I think being able to self-
reflect and learn from these mistakes is
the most important. The teacher has to
realise that sometimes, he too can become
the pupil while the student becomes the
teacher. Through this reversal of roles,
very valuable lessons can be driven home
to both parties. Still, I must say that the
very act of viewing mistakes in this way
can be a challenge. Perhaps, that is why
humility is also an essential element in the
learning journey.

Julius: Oh yes! The main one, though,
was juggling my conflicting roles as a
student teacher who wanted to
experiment and test theories, and a
“replacement” teacher, who was expected
not to leave any “damage” behind and
simply undertake our duties as instructed.
I realise now that, ultimately, the focus is
the children as they are the reason why
we and the entire infrastructure even exist.
By adopting a “think win-win” (Stephen
Covey) approach, I tried to cover all that
I had to within a short period by working
efficiently and still leave some time for
me to experiment. I believe the CTs,
children and I all managed to achieve our
objectives satisfactorily.

tell that many of the students thoroughly
enjoyed themselves at the learning centres,
which included both hands-on activities and
posters for them to obtain the necessary
information to complete inquiry-based
worksheets. Reading of the students’ love
and desire for more of such activities from
their reflection forms was exceedingly
gratifying. The students in this class were
generally well-behaved and we had lots of
fun times conducting experiments and
investigating science theories together. It
never fails to bring a warm feeling to every
teacher’s heart whenever a student comes
up to him and says something like,
“Remember that experiment you did in
class? When can we do something like that
again?” I have, of course, all the science
teachers in NIE to thank for sharing some
wonderful ideas with me, in particular
Natural Sciences & Science Education
academics Assoc Prof Joseph Riley and Asst
Prof Yeo Keng Hoe.

Julius: Most of the fun times I had were
actually in the classroom with the children.
I tried to inject each lesson with humour.
For example, during a Primary 5
Mathematics revision on fractions, the class
and I had “an adventure” in the Amazon
jungle (via a story-problem sums told in
Microsoft PowerPoint), with members of
the class as cast of the story. We had the
chance to poke well-meaning fun at each
other and generally enjoy a good laugh
together. The kids really liked that part.

NIE News: Were there any
challenges?

Julius Koh engages students with his hands-on method of teaching
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Awards & Honours

NIE Director Receives
JCCI Long Service Award

By Public & International Relations

P rof Allan Luke (Dean, Centre for Research in Pedagogy & Research) will
be conferred an honorary Doctor of Laws by his alma mater, Simon

Fraser University. Together with nine others, the University will honour
these distinguished Canadians in recognition of their outstanding
contributions to British Columbia and Canada in convocation ceremonies
held in June and October 2005.

NIE Director Prof Leo Tan was a recent recipient of a
long service award for his 11-year service as Education
Award Advisor to the Japanese Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (JCCI) Singapore Foundation. He received

NIE is a CIO 100 Honoree recipient for achieving excellence in strategic enterprise IT
deployment this year, having last won the award in 2003. The CIO Award is given to
organisations which demonstrate boldness in harnessing IT to achieve strategic objectives.

CIO AWARD By Public & International Relations

his award from guest of honour Economic Development
Board chairman Teo Ming Kian at JCCI’s 15th Annual
Donations, Awards and Scholarship Presentation
Ceremony on 8 March 2005.

Mr Teo Ming Kian (right) congratulates Prof Leo Tan on his award

Honorary Degree for Dean
By Public & International Relations
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Awards & Honours

Aproject agreement was signed between Prof Lee Sing Kong
(Dean, Graduate Programmes & Research) and Dr Ignatius

Rasiah, Chief Technological Officer, on behalf of NIE and PerkinElmer
Singapore Pte Ltd respectively to collaborate on a research project
entitled Xenon Flashtubes Plasma Characterisation in a simple
ceremony attended by Prof Paul Teng (Head, Natural Sciences &
Science Education (NSSE)), project collaborators Asst Prof Rajdeep
Singh Rawat (Principal Investigator, NSSE), Asst Prof Paul Lee (Co-
investigator, NSSE) and Mr Foo Wai Hin, Project Leader of PerkinElmer
Inc (PKI).

This project is fully funded, to the tune of almost S$90,000, by
PerkinElmer Singapore Pte Ltd, which is the Asian headquarters
for PerkinElmer Optoelectronic, a global technology leader providing
market-driven, integrated solutions for biomedical and industrial
applications. PKI has been in the development and production of
Xenon flash lamps for more than 30 years.

The major objective of the project is to enhance Xenon flashtube
performance by understanding the relationship between flash
lamp and circuit system input parameters and plasma characteristic.
PKI has agreed to provide funds for the employment of a research
fellow and for the usage of resources, including expertise in plasma

By Asst Prof Alan Ch’ng, Associate Dean,
Physical Education & Foundation Programmes’
Special Programmes

T he NIE Award will be inaugurated at
the next Teachers’ Investiture

Ceremony in June 2005, complementing
current awards sponsored by individuals,
corporations, government agencies and
non-profit organisations. These medals
and book prizes are awarded to deserving
student teachers for exceptional
performance in academic studies,
practicum and co-curricular activities. NIE
has always recognised the achievements
of its student teachers and these awards
testify to this ethos.

The NIE Award, which recognises
academic excellence and significant
service to the NIE community, comprises
a certificate and cash of S$300 for a

deserving student teacher from each of
the three foundation programmes.
Besides scholarly excellence, the NIE
Award will also distinguish student
teachers who contribute significantly to
the NIE community through co-curricular
activities or service. Through this award,
N IE  w i shes  to  encourage  and
acknowledge the pivotal roles played by
student teachers in enhancing the
environment, community and reputation
of the Institute.

Nominations for the award will be invited
from student teachers and staff soon.
Those who have made a difference to the
NIE community during their study are
encouraged to submit their applications.

NIE to
Award
Academic &
Community
Service
Excellence

Research

Fostering collaboration for mutual benefits (from left) are Dr Ignatius Rasiah &
Prof Lee Sing Kong

characterisation at NIE’s Plasma Radiation Source Lab, for the
successful completion of the project.

This intensive one-year project formally started on 1 March 2005,
with Dr Zviad Tsakadze employed as the research fellow. This fully
funded industrially-supported project recognises the expertise,
strength, potential and standing of the plasma research group
of NIE.

Flashing Together with Global
Technology Leader for Plasma
Characterisation

By Asst Prof Rajdeep Singh Rawat, Natural Sciences & Science Education
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NIE News: Can you tell us what took place
for Singapore to earn the honour of hosting
this prestigious musical event?

Assoc Prof Ho: The band conference in
2005 is unique and prestigious as it targets
a wide range of professionals involved in
the world wide band movement. The idea
was initiated in late 1999 at the Bukit Timah
Campus School Band Programme. The band
programme, which was launched in 1965,
has chalked up many credible achievements
for the past years. Band, as a performing
organisation, has become an important
culture in Singapore. It is time for the band
movement to consider philosophical and
educational issues as it relates to performing
and teaching of band music.

NIE News: What has the whole experience
of bidding for, organising and hosting the
World Association for Symphonic Bands
and Ensembles (WASBE) 2005 been like for
you thus far?

Assoc Prof Ho: It has been a new
experience to me for the past four years.
Activities in the conference include seminars,

concert, exhibitions, cultural presentations,
outreach and social programmes. We have
to establish a broad network in order to
invite many music and artistic organisations
to be our working partners. I invited my
former students to participate in various
committees. A committee, comprising many
successful people from the private sector,
has been formed to raise S$1.4 million for
the event. As WASBE is being held in
Southeast Asia for the first time, we must
convince the WASBE international councillors
that Singapore is a leading convention city.
We have been working very closely with
the Singapore Tourism Board, National Arts
Council, Esplanade, Ministry of Education
and various foundations.

NIE News: Can you highlight NIE’s
involvement in co-organising this conference?

Assoc Prof Ho: The WASBE (Singapore)
Organising Committee presented its bid to
host the 12th conference in November
2000. The bid was presented in cooperation
with NIE. NIE organises and manages the
ongoing activities related to the conference.
These activities include the Annual Band

Festival for Junior Colleges and the
formation of the Singapore Youth Wind
Orchestra. NIE staff and student teachers
will also be in-charge of the seminars,
workshops and 14 concerts, held at the
Esplanade Concert Hall from 10 to 16
July 2005.

NIE News: What do you think are the
implications on local education with
WASBE 2005 taking place right in our
home ground? How do you hope WASBE
2005 will influence Singaporeans’
perspective of wind band music?

Assoc Prof Ho: Band music in Singapore
has increasingly become serious. Its
ex i s tence  i s  beyond prov id ing
entertainment or fulfilling non-musical
social obligations. The genre has
developed to a substantial repertoire of
original symphonic band music, which
has become an important performing
media in the musical culture. The
conference will hopefully broaden local
understanding and appreciation of the
artistic genre. Teachers must improve
their expertise in order to deal with the
challenges of complex, high standard
band literature. Through clinics and
master classes, new, different and more
effective methods of teaching will be
introduced.

NIE News: With the theme A Confluence
of Arts, can you tell us highlights of this
conference? Can we expect your
performance in the event?

Assoc Prof Ho: There will be concert
performances at the Esplanade by 14
top international bands, including two
local bands, West Wind and Singapore
Armed Forces (SAF) Band. The SAF Band
will be performing my arrangement
piece Yellow River – Concerto for Piano
and Symphonic Band with music
composed by Asst Prof Kelly Tang, my
colleague in Visual & Performing Arts
Academic Group.

Conferences & Seminars

World Association for
Symphonic Bands &
Ensembles 2005
Tête-à-tête with Assoc Prof Ho Hwee Long

Assoc Prof Ho Hwee Long
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Conferences & Seminars

T he book Mental Skills for Peak Performance: An Athlete’s Guide
was launched by Minister for Education Mr Tharman

Shanmugaratnam at the 46th Annual General Meeting of the Singapore
Schools Sports Councils on 14 January 2005.

Written by Physical Education & Sports Science academics Asst Prof
John Wang, Mr Chow Jia Yi and Asst Prof Bervyn Lee, in collaboration
with the Ministry of Education’s Co-Curricular Activities Branch staff,
Mr Balbinder Singh and Ms Mae Ng, this guide book puts together
a systematic way to develop an athlete’s mental strength. This easy-
to-use practical book on sport psychology provides a theory-based
mental skills training programme, which will help athletes enhance
their well-being and performance in competition.

This mental skills guide aims to provide necessary resources for schools
to equip school athletes with mental skills training. With easy-to-
understand narratives and activities, teachers, coaches, students and
other users will be able to tap on the mind’s unlimited power for
peak performance.

Additionally, training workshops are conducted periodically by the Co-
Curricular Activities Branch to provide teachers with an overview of the
book and practical demonstrations for teaching mental skills training.

If you are interested in this book, please contact Ms Mae Ng on
Tel: 6460 9859 or Fax: 6465 4574.

By Asst Prof Ng Aik Kwang,
Psychological Studies

T he Psychological Studies Academic
Group organised the Psychology

of Gambling seminar on 17 February
2005, in l ine with the Singapore
Government’s discussion on the question
of whether a casino should be built on
this island-state.

The presenter of this seminar, Prof Oei
Tian Po, is Professor of Clinical
Psychology at the University of
Queensland at Brisbane, Australia. Prof
Oei, who has conducted extensive
research on problem gambling in Chinese
society, treated NIE staff and trainee
teachers to a delightful afternoon of
dialogue on the psychological problems
of gambling.

Those present gained fascinating insight
into a variety of gambling-related
cognitions, such as the gambler’s fallacy
(expecting a series of losses to be
corrected by a series of wins). Prof Oei
also shared with the audience up-to-
date information on empirical issues
involving gambling research and the
specialised treatments available for
pathological gamblers. One such
treatment, involving the Internet, is a
useful medium for treating problem
gamblers who prefer to remain
anonymous. The interactive dialogue
between audience and speaker made
for a meaningful afternoon of sharing on
the psychological issues involved in
gambling.

How to Achieve Athletic Performance
Through Mental Skills By Asst Prof John Wang,

Physical Education & Sports Science

Psychology of
Gambling Seminar

Book Launch
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NIE Staff Contribute to Mother Tongue Review Committees
By Public & International Relations

T he Committee to Promote Chinese Language Learning (CPCLL)
was set up in January 2005 to garner support from the

community for the recommendations by the Chinese Language
(CL) Curriculum and Pedagogy Review Committee (CLCPRC),
and to facilitate collaboration between schools, community
organisations and the media. CPCLL, led by Minister of State for
Education Mr Chan Soo Sen, consists of Members of Parliament,
MOE representatives, academics and media personnel. NIE is
represented by Asst Prof Koh Hock Kiat (Asian Languages &
Cultures).

Based on CLCPRC’s recommendations, five working groups were
also convened to address the following issues: Pre-school CL
Education, Reading and Reading Materials, Writing Programmes,
Media and Programme and Educational Exchange Programmes.
Ms Tan Ah Hong (Asian Languages & Cultures) is a member of
the Pre-school CL Education working group and Asst Prof Koh

Hock Kiat (Asian Languages & Cultures) is serving on the Writing
Programmes working group.

Two other committees were set up by the Ministry of Education
to review the curricula and pedagogy for Malay Language and
Tamil Language learning in schools. The Malay Language and
Tamil Language Curriculum and Pedagogy Review Committees
commenced work in January 2005. The Malay Language Curriculum
and Pedagogy Review Committee, chaired by Assoc Prof Hadijah
Bte Rahmat (Asian Languages & Cultures), also comprises Asst
Prof Mukhlis Bin Abu Bakar. Asst Prof Seetha Lakshmi (Asian
Languages & Cultures) and Assoc Prof Vanithamani Saravanan
(English Language & Literature) are contributing as members of
the Tamil Language Curriculum and Pedagogy Review Committee,
under the chairmanship of National Library Board Chief Executive
Officer Dr N Varaprasad. Reviews are expected to be completed
by August 2005.

Amidst the hustle and bustle of Chinese New
Year preparations, almost 500 staff took time
off to gather at the Sheraton Towers on 5
February 2004 for the annual NIE Dinner and
Dance. Keeping in tune with the Top Secret
Agents’ Nite theme, staff gamely came
“dressed to kill”. There were also the
mysterious ones disguised in their spy apparel!

The rendezvous commenced with pre-dinner
activities during which staff enjoyed having
crystal tattoos, silhouette cutting as well as
their caricatures drawn and photographs taken
at the makeover studio. Following a boisterous
countdown, Prof Lee Sing Kong (Dean,
Graduate Programmes & Research) activated
the opening of a bookshelf, through which
staff entered the ballroom. Staff were then
treated to a screened dance performance,
which revealed the man striking the all familiar
James Bond 007 pose to be none other than
NIE Director Prof Leo Tan!

The serving of the first dish by ‘waiters’ –
comprising senior management staff and
members of the Staff Welfare and Recreation
Fund Committee – contributed another
delightful element of surprise. In true
demonstration of servant leadership, the
‘waiters’, adorned with aprons, marched in
with plates containing door gifts for diners.

No dinner and dance would be complete
without good food, great dancing, creative
staff performances, prizes galore and eager
participation by those present; and the NIE
Dinner and Dance certainly was not short of
any of them, being filled with fun, laughter
and camaraderie.

The Night Secret
Agents Gathered…

By NIE Staff Welfare & Recreation Fund Committee 2004

Dancing the
night away

Professors Lee Sing Kong & Allan Luke getting
ready to ‘battle’ it out

NIE’s top secret agent behind curtains…
Guess who?

Management staff led by Prof Leo Tan serving
the first dish

Standing on chairs is more fun
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The Economy Drive (ED) is a public service-wide initiative of
managing public funds prudently. Launched in October 2003 by

NIE’s internal Economy Drive Committee (iEDC), one of its tasks is to
set savings target for the Institute. The target set in Financial Year
2003 was well exceeded and NIE looks set to do likewise for Financial
Year 2004. Savings are routed to academic research through the
Academic Research Fund and postgraduate research scholarships,
which will otherwise be severely curtailed due to shortage of funds.

The iEDC appreciates all staff in achieving these cost savings and
aspires to continually imbibe the philosophy of prudent spending
as part of NIE’s culture. Taking cognisance that future targets will
become more difficult to meet, a perception that ED is a numbers

game and a cumbersome bureaucratic procedure
of cost justification, the committee does not
prevent or curb worthwhile projects. Rather, it reminds project
initiators to obtain more for the dollar. Three pertinent questions
to ask when evaluating prospective expenditure are: Will we
spend the money this way if it is ours? Are there better deals
available? Are we getting the best value?

In view of the impending reduced budget in Financial Year
2005, the iEDC hopes that the spirit of ED can be sustained
and seeks the cooperation of staff to continue the journey.
Staff are welcome to share their ideas and efforts in cost
prudence and efficiency with the iEDC at email: iedc@nie.edu.sg.

Sustaining the Spirit of Economy Drive
By Ms Cherie Lek, Internal Economy Drive Committee Secretariat

EVENT DATE VENUE CONTACT PERSON

Art Exhibition Apr, May &
Jun 2005

Art Gallery, NIE Asst Prof Colin Reaney
Email: cgreaney@nie.edu.sg

Road Show - Advanced Diploma/Advanced
Postgraduate Diploma & In-Service Training
Courses

Mar & Apr 2005 Various school venues Ms Serena Yuen
Email: wysyuen@nie.edu.sg

Group Endeavours in Service Learning
(GESL) Day

3 May 2005 Foyer, Administration Block, NIE Asst Prof Alan Ch’ng
Email: thachng@nie.edu.sg

Enrichment Programmes for Postgraduate
Diploma in Education (Pri & Sec), Diploma
in Education & Degree

3 to 20 May
2005

NIE/NTU Campus Ms Jessica Tan
Email: lfjwong@nie.edu.sg

Redesigning Pedagogy: Research,
Policy, Practice

30 May to
1 Jun 2005

Nanyang Auditorium, NTU & NIE Ms Shirley Seet
Email: educon@nie.edu.sg

Mathematics Teachers’ Conference 2 Jun 2005 Lecture Theatre 1, NIE Assoc Prof Berinderjeet Kaur
Email: bkaur@nie.edu.sg

Children’s Drama Competition 5 Jun 2005 Lecture Theatre 1, NIE Asst Prof Seetha Lakshmi
Email: slakshmi@nie.edu.sg

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony 29 & 30 Jun 2005 Nanyang Auditorium, NTU Mrs Mak Lek Cher
Email: lcmak@nie.edu.sg

Registration Exercise for New
Student Teachers

Jul 2005 NIE Gymnasium Mrs Tok-Tan Kok Mui
Email: kmtan@nie.edu.sg

Diploma in Departmental Management
Graduation Ceremony

Jul 2005 Civil Service College Ms Mae Chan
Email: mpchan@nie.edu.sg

Diploma in Departmental Management
Orientation for July 2005 Intake

8 Jul 2005 Lecture Theatre 7, NIE Ms Mae Chan
Email: mpchan@nie.edu.sg

Commerce Seminar 2005 8 Jul 2005 Auditorium, Co-Curricular Activities
Branch, MOE

Ms Koh Noi Keng
Email: nkkoh@nie.edu.sg

Orientation Programme for New Student
Teachers from July 2005 Intake

25 to 29 Jul 2005 To be confirmed Ms Jessica Tan
Email: lfjwong@nie.edu.sg

English Proficiency & Skills Course for
Teachers from Anhui, People’s Republic
of China

Jul to Aug 2005 NIE Campus Mr Jacques See
Email: kyjsee@nie.edu.sg

Racial Harmony Day Celebration 3 Aug 2005 Lecture Theatre 1, NIE Asst Prof Aw Guat Poh
Email: gpaw@nie.edu.sg

Advanced Diploma/Advanced Postgraduate
Diploma Graduation Ceremony

Sep 2005 To be confirmed Ms Serena Yuen
Email: wysyuen@nie.edu.sg

Bicara Ilmiah (Academic Discourse) 10 Sep 2005 Kampong Gelan Malay Heritage
Centre

Dr Abdul Rahman Bin Napiah
Email: arnapiah@nie.edu.sg

New Strategies for Chinese Language
Teaching & Learning

5 Sep 2005 Lecture Theatre 1, NIE Asst Prof Chua Chee Lay
Email: clchua@nie.edu.sg

The Japanese Occupation: Sixty Years
After the End of the Asia-Pacific War
Conference

5 & 6 Sep 2005 The Singapore History Museum,
Riverside Point

Assoc Prof Kevin Blackburn & Assoc
Prof Karl Hack
Email: japanwar@nie.edu.sg

Calendar of Events



Headlines in the aftermath of the Asian
tsunami have highl ighted the

consequences of nature’s wrath when it
appears to have been mostly forgotten.

In the headlong rush by societies
everywhere to progress economically, grow
rich and gather to ourselves the best of all
material comforts, this reflection on the
neglect of nature deserves far more debate
than perhaps has been evident in the past.
Such a debate has already begun on the
Internet with numerous postings about
how a more effective effort at conserving
mangrove areas and coral reefs might have
helped mitigate the damage caused by the
killer waves.

There is an urgent need to take geography
seriously.

The British took geography seriously once
and located great port cities across the globe

were well drained and ventilated to enhance
the health and well-being of their denizens,
geographical knowledge was essential.

As technological know-how has surpassed
that of past eras, there appears this tendency
to dismiss geography as conditional
constraints that can be overcome by human
ingenuity. Resorts and other developments
locate nearly wherever the developers want
them to be with the idea that technology
is all enabling. This seems to be a rather
perilous choice, as the recent Asian tsunami
tragedy has highlighted.

Geography spends much of the time
working to understand how people respond
to and organise their place and space. It is
concerned with why and how people live
where they do and do the things they do
in these places.

Taking geography seriously does not imply
that the victims of the Asian tsunami might
have fared any better than they did.
Knowledge, after all, has to be successfully
transformed into action to do any good.
More importantly, people who live in places
that are vulnerable to natural disasters
should be informed about the risks.

While it is very likely that these resorts and
settlements would still have been built where
they were in the path of tsunamis anyway,
the question is whether with the geography
of these places taken seriously, there might
have been more pressure to put mitigating
measures in place. These include having
warning signals for the population and beach
visitors if typhoons, storms, floods or, in this
instance, tsunamis are expected at some
time. At the very least, those living and
working on beaches should have known the
warning signs of tsunamis coming their way.

We are proud that our Geography student
teachers at NIE take geography seriously to
learn about nature, places and the people
who live, work and recreate in them.

Research

Geography student teachers doing profiling in their
study of paleodseas

Geography student teachers monitoring carpet anemones

with Singapore numbering among the most
successful. The colonial British triumphed
at identifying locations for harbours and
ports. Location choices were made based
on what might be considered the best
geographical knowledge of the day.

The wiser citizens of older civilisations such
as the Chinese have also taken geography
seriously. To site homes in locations that
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